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Council Repeals Contested 'Segregation Act*
University
Plavers Will
University Players
WiB

1

Plays in
In Toledo Symphony
Pl»y«

[JQ^
f^ii. fy^
Snecial Assembly
Assemhlv

Stage "Outward Bound"

This Morning at 10 o'clock

Ca*t Of Six Men, Three Women Will Give Sutton Vane'*
Drama Jan. 16 And 17; Profe»»or Smith
Conducts Try-Out* Thi* Week

Dr. Swanson Will Present Repeal And Discuss Whole

Try-outs for "Outward Bound," the University Players' next
dramatic production, were in full swing Monday and Tuesday
of this week. The play, which has a cast of nine character*, thre
women and six men, is scheduled to go on the boards January 16

Condescending to public opinion of the student body, the Student Council, in a special meeting Monday night repealed by
unamimouB vote the plan passed at a previous meeting to segregate the men and women in cheering sections at basketball games.
Rather than send the action to a referendum by the student
body, the Council, seeking to serve the interests of the student
body and the University at large,
agreed to dispense with the plan
which hns had the campus in n fervor since its enactment, Nov. 25.
Cell Speciel Assembly
A special assembly will he add
this morning at 10 a. m. in the Audi
toniim 'it which Dr. C. G. Swanaon.
New Ruling Requires Grad* faculty advisor of the Council, will
present the repeal and the whole
To Attend Classes
problem of organised cheering at.
Last Six Weeks
athletic contest*. Dr. Swaaeon did

Problem Of Organized Cheering; Student
Opinion Against Plan

and 17.
"Outward Bound," by Sutton Vane, received wide acclaim
in London, whore it was first pre-*
sented. On January 7, 1924, it started a successful five months engagement at the RiU Theater in New
York City. Leslie Howard, Alfred
Lunt, J. M. Kerrigan, Margalo Gillmore, Dudley Digges. and Beryl Mercer were members of the 1924 cast.
In January, 1939. "Outward Bound" To Present "Wonderland"
was accorded another five months
At Brookville, Indiana
run, an unusual success for a revival.
Tint commented shortly after the
Saturday, Dec. 7
not attend the meeting at which the
1939 opening. "Seeing an attractive
Seniors, graduating in June will act was pnssed.
play after IB years is usually as disA letter from the Commoner fraregularly 'attend classes during the
"Alice In Electric Wonderland" is
illusioning as re-encountering a oncelast, six weeks of the second semester ternity stated that this group was not
ii (tractive woman.
But "Outward the title of the first professional pn>nml will take final examinations at in favor of the act but thnt they would
Bound" comes off better than 'well- duction to be presented by toe Workthe same time under classmen do, back tho Council in a homogeneous
preserved', still retains its humor, shop Players, new freshman dramatic*
for the first time in the history of the cheering section, and in securing new
imaginativeness, suspence, and its organization. The play will go on
University, according to administra- uniforms for the cheerleaders.
more elusive quality of 'theatre'. Pro- the stage for its first performance
tive deeir.ion.
80 Sign Petition
found, or even provocative, it never next Saturday in Brookville, Indiana,
llere-to-for, seniors took final exA petition with signatures of 50
was; the play is effective just be- under the auspices of the Northern
aminations at the end of twelve weeks students, requisite number to call a
cause it treats the idea of death sim- Ohio Public Service Company.
during the second semester and were referendum, was presented to the
The seven actresses and their diply, ooncretely, familiarly. The apnot compelled to attend their regular- Council. Reports from the contacting
peal of Playwright Sutton Vane's rector, Ed Christian, will receive
ly scheduled classes during the last committees indicated that the dormiimagination is not its incandescence salaries of several dollars apiece for
A member of the University bend end orchestre, Merjorie Sutler, six weeks.
tories were against the act and that
performance,
as
well
as
all
their
above,
will
play
firit
harp
in
the
Toledo
Symphony
Orchestra
this
season.
or daring, but its deep kinship with
This practice was begun in the tho fraternities were only luke warm
She is a student of Alice Clielifoux, first herpist of the Cleveland
travelling expenses.
Everyman's."
early
twenties
when
Bowling
Green
on the new idea.
"Alice In Electric Wonderland" is Orchestra. Studying the harp for four years, Miss Sutler spent several was still a normal school. It aimed
Sororities indicated that they would
a new and different type of electric weeks in Camden, Maine this summer where she studied under Carlos Sal- to give seniors, all of them in educa- support it but the support was far
cooking show. The plot centers about aedo, world known herpist.
tion, an opportunity to contact school from 100 per cent.
the cooking of a full meal on the
boards and to find positions.
stage by Miss Mary Neighbor, home
"It is a bad scholastic feature,"
economist for the Northern Ohio
president F. J. Prout said, "And in
Public Service Company.
the past, this last six weeks has been
The cast is as follows:
a waste of time and money for moat
The Debate Club of Bowling Green
seniors."
Mary Shelton
Statt University will be host to de- Alice
The new ruling will go into effect
The White Rabbit
Lois Mayfield
Twenty students maintained a point
bate teams from several Ohio colleges Queen of Hearts
next semester and will be a perma- average of 3.4 or better last semester
and
it
is
dedicsted
to
the
children
EulalahMoellman
By ANN KOCH
and universities next Saturday. The Queen of Spades
nent
regulation.
with
gifts
and
candy
and
Christmas
Marian Andrews
and were elected to the Book and
"Isn't it cute!" said Julita Ingold,
teams will participate in practice de- Queen of Diamonds
Motor Society, highest local scholastic
exchange student from Uruguay, as trees. Even in South America the
evergreen
is
the
Christmas
tree.
Virginia
Zeigler
honorary organization, according to
bate tournament. Round I will start
she gazed upon her first real snow
Queen of Clubs
Jean Goodnight last week from her room at Shatzel
The
night
before
"The
Three
Kings'
Dr. Walter A Zaugg, faculty sponsor.
at 10:30 a. m.
The Royal Home Economist
Day"
the
children
put
their
shoes
out
Students named are Ruth Allison,
Hall. Julita explained thut, although
After luncheon at Shatxcl Hall, the
Mary Neighbor snow can be found in southern Ar- to be filled with presents and a deAlbert Boucher, John Bronson, Joe
group will hear a panel discussion of Mrs. Evcrywoman
Clague, Mary Honor Crowley, Grace
gentina and Chile, she has never licious Spanish candy called Turron.
"South America and Union." MemElizabeth Hamlin seen any. When asked how she liked Christmas dinner includes turkey and
Miss Myrtle Jensen will givo an Gcssner, Joyce Gifford, Helen Hebblebers of the panel are: Dr. S. H. LowCostumes for Alice and the Rabbit
caviar and all the trimmings with organ recital in the University Audi- waite, Vincent Immel. Richard Jaynes,
rie. Bowling Green sociology profes- were made by Marie Greenwood, it she replied "I love it. I make snow the exception of cranberries.
torium Sunday at 4 p. m. She will Rowena Juice, Rosaline Kelley, Mary
sor with five year's research exper while those for the Queens and the bulls, and I fell down . . . and I love
The children of the city spend the be assisted by Helen Harrison, senior Komminsk, Virginia Kurtz, Marion
ience in Brazil; Dean A. Wrey War- lighting equipment came from New to wear galoshes."
Mcrickel, Evalyn McClelland. Mary
She then explained thut in her coun- week before Christmas gathering in the music department.
ner, who has spent several years in York.
This is the first of a series of ves- Milieu, George Nonnemakcr, Vera
try', because the seasons are opposite money from the villagers and on
Chile. Uruguay, Brazil, Argentina,
of those in the United States, Christ- Christmas eve they build a Jesus of per recitals to be given by Miss Jen- Whitcomb and Margaret Wood.
and Peru; Jolita Ingold, B. G. stumas and Now Year come in the sum- straw, cloth, and paper and burn it sen on Sunday afternoons for Unident and native of Montevideo, Uru- Science Bldg. Included
versity students and faculty.
mer time. Their celebrations are not in the street.
33 Students Elected
guay; Gloria Andrews, B. G. student
Sunday's program will include:
In Biennial Budget unlike our own, but are often more
New Year is a gay time when
and native of Humacao, Puerto Rico;
.To Kappa Delta Pi
Pachclbel's
Christmas
Chorale,
Vom
elaborate. The Protestants celebrate everyone dances in the open at difHenry Stark, B. G. student and naExpenditures for a new science Christmas on December 25 hut the ferent sea-side resorts. It is a cus- Himmel Loch Da Komni ich her, Aletive of South Germany; and Raul
Thirty-three students were elected
gretto Quasi Andnntino, Allegro ModAlegria, author of three books, from building, a hospital, and salaries for Catholics wait until January 6. They tom for everyone to stay up all night
to the national honorary education
an expected increase in the profes- call this day "The Three Kings' Day" to watch the sun rise on a new year. erate, Cordelli's Prelude, Sarabande; fraternity, Kappa Delta Pi. MemberChile.
and Piano Concerto in D Minor by
Rounds II and III will start at sorial staff are' included in Bowling
ship in this organization is restricted
Mozart.
2 and 3 o'clock, respectively. The Green State University's biennial
to students in the College of EducaMiss
Harrison
will
play
Pastorale
official national debate question will budget, according to a statement from
from Le Prologue de Jesus, arranged tion who are In the upper quarter.
President
Frank
J.
Prout.
be used by the visiting teams. Ar
The following students were chosen.
by Clokey; Es ist cin Ros EntsprunThe budget for 1941-42 was recentrangwnents are in charge of Progen by Brahms; Sowcrby's Carillon Seniors: Agnes Drummer, Robert
fessor Upton Palmer, director of Uni- ly sent to Columbus whero it must be
Leinendecker,
and Toccata on O Filii et Filiae by Habenstein, Miriam
approved by the state legislature.
versity debate.
Carolyn L. Pcrtner, Vera Whitcomb.
Farnam.
Rex Moorhead, and Charles Ranof France
and several
stirring
By giving unlimited material aid speeches by Prime Minister Winston
kowski.
Juniors:
Harlcy Allion.
to England now, we may be saving Churchill to get them out of their Training School 100%
Marion Archibold, Paul Becher, Don
ourselves a war in the near future is lethargy.
Red Cross Booster* dus Berndt, Katherinc Bilderback.
the belief of Vincent Sheean, newsTed E. Brown, Richard Camp, Sarah
After watching the Cerman and
paper correspondent r.nd author, reWhen it comes to Junior Red Cross Ann Charles, Mary Jane Cosentino.
British
air
forces
tangling
at
close
cently returned to the U. S. from
Laboratory Training Dorothea Czirr, Kermit Hsrtzler.
range, Mr. Sheean expressed the drives, the
London.
Howard Huffman, Ruth Kohls, Ruth
s>
opinion that the Royal Air Force School meets them 100 per cent.
In a recent drive 236 grade school Meek. Alta V Miller, Arlene NeidMr. Sheean, addressing a capacity planes and pilots are superior to
With one-third of the mounting al- Athletes To Be Honored
hardt, Melville Nielson, Rosemary
crowd at the high school auditorium
of the Nazi, although they are children collected their pennies for
In Chapel Next Week last Sunday as second speaker on those
ready completed, the 1941 Key staff,
contribution and met their quota of Patterson, Doris Portman, Phyllis
greatly outnumbered.
Portman, June Reed, Alma Roach, Al
the Wood County forum series,
working under the motto "Every
Hitler did not attack England in 14.80.
The fall sports awards will be made stated that one of the main reasons
It sets a new record in Red Cross Sautter, Jean Smith, Mildred Wolf,
student's picture in the Key," is forgJune,
when
British
defenses
were
at chapel next Wednesday morning for the defeat of the French Repuband George Nonncmaker.
,
ing ahead on a rapid schedule of
nil, Mr. Sheean explained, because drives.
when 63 men will receive recogni- lic was thnt they concentrated on
he believed in the policy of conquerwork. tion, according to Warren E. Steller, keeping only communists in surveilEditor Don Rager states that this head of the men's physical education lance instead of keeping more string- ing one nation at a time, and France
had not yet been completely subdued.
year's annual will be the University's department.
gent tabs on the Nazis, as England Various other factors, such as inlargest. The book will have an inTwenty-two members of the varsity did.
clement weather and unpreparedness
creased number of pages and is based football squad will be given • awards
Although British industries have prevented any invasion attempt last
largely on informal and action shots. by Harry Ockerman, varsity coach.
stepped up production considerably, summer, but it is confidently believed
An innovcation in a cover design
Harry Beare, junior manager; Fred the losses they have suffered in in- by England and impartial military
will feature a picture of the campus Sheridan and Hugh Nott, sophomore dustrial areas through German bombW. A. A. To Sponsor
on a padded or stiff back cover. Stu- managers; and Henry Chapaton and ing activities have offset any gains experts that the "Battle of Britain"
Commencement exercises will be
will take place next spring.
Social Dance Series
dents have their choice of colon and Jack Wilhelm, freshmen managers, they have made. Therefore, Mr.
held in the University amphitheatre,
the name in gold imprint on the cov- will also be awarded.
Friday, June 6 at 4 p. m., according
Sheean went on, if England is to sucer is optional.
Fred Marsh, freshman coach, will cessfully meet the Nazi blitzkreig, Speech Bureau Will
The W. A. A. will sponsor another
to Dr. Frank J. Prout.
The 1941 Key will also feature a present 30 men who will receive num- which is expected next spring, she
Issue Printed Program The innovation will depend upon series of 10 social dance lessons to bepersonal index which will list the eral awards for freshman football. must get war supplies from an outside
weather conditions and the gradua- gin Jan. 13, in the Reception Hall.
Mr. Grubbs, a Toledo professional
home town address of every student
source, meaning tho United States.
A printed program of 15 student tion program will be moved into the
in the University.
Recorded Concert To Be
In order to get sufficient materials speakers including their pictures and auditorium in the Administration dancer, will be the instructor.
The Rumba, the Congo, the PlyWTth the dummy in the hands of
Given Tomorrow Night to stave off an attack, however, we titles of speech* will be published by building if the weather is inclement. mouth
Rock and many other popular
must start letting Great Britian buy the University Speech Bureau, ac- An amplifying system will be arthe printers and more than a third of
the book completed, the staff is far
There will be a concert of classical on credit. If England should fall, cording to Howard Shine, graduate ranged for the speakers' platform. dance steps will be taught during:
ahead of the annuals in other schools. music by records at 7 p. m. Thursday, attack on the United States would speech instructor.
Fred C. Wigman of Fremont, Neb., the course.
Only $2.25 for the series of lesson*
Plans for Key Day, to be held in Dec. 5 in Room 200 of the Practical probably be internal, with big busiThe program will give a complete president of Midland College and Wesness
heads
being
the
first
to
go
Nazi.
tern
Theological Seminary, will be will be given those who register beHay, when the books are distributed Arts Building.
description of each speaker, his qualiThe program will
Sheean ssid that, whereas the fications, and the subjects he is pre- the commence ment speaker. He spoke fore Christmas vacation; after Christto the student body, are taking shape. consist of the Messiah-Pastoral symmas, the regular rate of $2.60 will
Year books from colleges and uni- phony by Handel, Brahms' Syhphony French became panicky in their hour pared to speak on. It will be sent to at Wittenberg last June.
Baccalaureate exercises will be be charged. Stdents desiring to prebusiness
organizations
versities all over the United States No. 1 in C Minor, Ravel's Bolero, and of distress, the British were suffer- civic and
held at S p. m., June 1. Hazen G. prcgister may do so in the lobby of
have been received by the staff in a the Fire Bird Suite by Stravinsky. ing from s case of ovcrconfider.ee and throughout Northwestern Ohio.
Any student interested in partici- Warner, Dayton, Ohio, will be the the Women's Building Tuesday or
new exchange program. Annuals re- These concerts are not confined to the belief that everything would
ceived include books from Colorado, music students alone, but are all-cam- come out all right in the end. It took pating- in the Speech Bureau should main speaker. He is pastor of Grace Thursday afternoon between 2 p. m.
and 4 p. m.
Methodist Church in Dayton.
the evacuation of Dunkirk, the fall see Mr. Shine this week.
Montana and one from Canada.
pus affairs. Everyone is invited.

Seniors Will Take
Final Exams Says
President Prout

Workshop Players
Put Production On
Roadshow Tour

University Host
To Ohio Debaters

Jolita Ingold Is In Love With
Galoshes, Snowballs and Snow

20 Students Elected
To Book And Motor

Miss Myrtle Jensen
Will Give Recital

Give Unlimited Material Aid
To England Now..."—Sheean

1941 Key Ahead of Schedule
Motto-"Every Student's Picture

June Commencement Program
To Be Given'In Amphitheatre
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It's Up To You...
Tho passage of the so-called "Segregation Act" by the Student Council and Its
subsequent repeal by that same body is
the most illuminating action and reaction
the campus has seen in a long time.
In passing the act, the Student Council,
was. attempting to promote organized
cheering at basketball games, and school
spirit in the interest of the student body
and the University. The fact that the
Council repealed this notorious bit of legislation in view of strong student opposition,
indicated further that the Council holds
the interests of the student body foremost.
The Council was not trying to regiment
students into something they didn't agree
with. And in reversing their decision
they cleared themselves.
They have gone as far as any legislative body can go, but—there is still one
thing to be proven, and that is whether
or not the student body is with the Council
in a larger goal, beyond this bit of legislation.
The Council righted itself—now it is
up to the student population to show that
they are behind the University and the
Student Council by turning out at tonight's game and backing the cheerleaders
and Coach P. IS. I.andis' Falcons against
the Bluff ton Beavers, in the season's
opener and the beginning of a successful
cheering section.—A. F.

Read The Signs ...

llMIS CAMPUT 5TA1UE BEARS"
IME WSCKIPDON. 'JOHN MARWD.

FOUNOERJfcift: All Cf THESE
nATfMtNiy AMI FALtt, FOR
UNNrRMY Cf CHATTANOOGA
HUOtNTy HOLD A G0N1EST
EAOi YEAR TO *5R£CT THE

BACHELOR <* U0JNE8?

Letters To
The Editor

"The country must abandon the present
cafeteria system of education in which the
student is left free to select any academic
diet he pleases, subordinate vocational
training to liberal education, and recognize differences in natural ability. Liberal
education which is partly informative,
partly disciplinary and partly moral, in
making men think for themselves, is the
only effective training for responsible
citizenship in a democratic state." Prof.
T. M. Greene of the philosophy department of Princeton university believes
American schools and colleges fail to provide students with an adequate education
for life in a democratic society.

JOHN HARVARD DID N3T FOUND
1Mb C0U.C6E ( (T ms FOUNDED
N Ib56, AND II IS NOT A STAIUC
OF HARVARD BSCAUSS NOBODY
KNOWS1 IMIAT HE LOOKED UK. '

At The
Local Cinema

Mr. Editor:
I think it's time we took the Student
Council out of the dog house because
of the "Official Notice" in the Well because their decision at least proved
to various skeptics that somewhere
around our campus there is a student
body.
Seriously, the Student Council
should be commended for their efforts
toward forming a better cheering section. However, it seems to me that
the fault is less with the student body
as a whole than with the quulity of
our cheers.
Combine more unison
and originality of action on the part
of perhaps fewer cheer leaders with
cheers befitting a college and a great
deal should be accomplished.
While on the subject, why not eonduct an all-campus drive for new
cheers and form a whole new repertroirc?
JOHN WIIITCOMR

AT THE LYRIC . . .
Boris Knrloff tries to tuni the time
back to find the secret of youth in
"Before I Hang" tonight. His victims die one by one in a super thriller.
Tim Holt, protector of prairie
schooner caravans which hauled food
and supplies to distant outposts in
the Pecos country, stars in "Wagon
Train" tomorrow and Friday. Goofy
Auction tomorrow.
Saturday and Sunday brings a
poignant film of contempory times,
"World in Flames." It traces the
history of the present world crisis
from 1929 to the present.
Recommended.
Swashbuckling Errol Flynn, romantic adventurer of the screen, stars in
the glorious saga of buccaneer days
Monday and Tuesday in "The Sea
Hawk." Recommended.
AT THE CI.AZEI.

Starling today in four day run is
Debaters Defeat
Cecil B. DeMillr's epic film "North
West Mounted Police." Features 10
National Champs big
Stars including Gary Cooper,
Two Bowling Green State University debate teams last Saturday at
the University of Toledo distinguished
themselves by defeating the two champion debate teams of the nation. A
team consisting of Lawrence Kuhl,
Rernard Ryan, and Clarence Iloman
defeated the champion men's debating
team from North Carolina State Collage In a demons!ration debate.
John Bronson, Waldo Egbert, and
Charles Klotz defented the champion
women's team from Winthrop College.
South Carolina.
Bernard Uyan was one of eight
out of 75 debaters there who were
top ranking for this region.

NO PARKING! It's written in foothigh letters of yellow paint on the circle
in front of the Administration Building,
but students and professors alike insist
on packing the circle with automobiles Chemical Journal Club
early every morning. Either they can't
To Meet December
read, or they are too lazy to walk a few
The CHEMICAL JOURNAL CLUB
extra steps to get to their classes.
will meet Dec. 5 at 7 p.m. in loom
Since the Administration Building is ■JOOS.
the core of all official University business,
The program will consist of the
the entrance to it should be kept free of regular business meeting, roll call,
cars owned by students and professors. and three films.
Visitors, Trustees, and people with official
One film is on "Glass Blowing"
transactions with the University should which shows the equipment necessary
be shown the courtesy of having a place for blowing glass into the desired
to park or at least enough room to let out form.
The second film "Rubber" pictures
passengers.
the complete process of the rubber
The circle is not the only place car park- industry from the tapping of the rubers are offenders. Cars arc continually ber tree to the finished rubber proparked on cross-walks, blocking the paths duced.
connecting sidewalks. No well policed
The last film is "The Story of Neocity or community would tolerate such ir- preno" just released by DuPont which
responsibility and there is no reason that shows how neoprene is made and its
it should be tolerated here at the Univer- chemical composition.
It is necessary to hold our meeting
sity.
on Thursday due to the conflict with
The police, the offense falls definitely in the basketball game scheduled for
their jurisdiction, in cities use the famil- Wednesday. Dec. 4.
iar "ticket" system. The NEWS does
not advocate any such action but it is appealing to drivers to keep their cars off Naval Ensign, Alumnua
To Speak To Y.M.C.A.
the University circle.

Quotable Quotes ...

Editor'! Note: Written before repeal.

1

Don McCrory, a former Bowling
Green student, now an Ensign in the
U. S. Naval Reserve, will speak at
the V. M. C. A. meeting tomorrow
evening at 7 in the Ad building, room
S03. He will speak on "The Life
of a U. S. Naval Reserve Olttcer," and
answer any questions about getting
in or out of the Navy or any questions
concerning a sailor's life. He has
kept a log book of his experiences
and has first-hand information.
Don is a native of Bowling Green
and attended Bowling Green State
University in 19.16 and '37, was a
member of the Commoner fraternity
and the track team. He graduated
from Denison last spring and enlisted
in the Navy last September, and has
been on a cruise since then, and ia
now home on leave.

Madeleine
Carroll.
Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Recommended.
Double Feature Sunday and Monday brings singin' Gene Autry in
"Melody Ranch" and "South of Suez."
starring George Brent, Rrenda Marshall.
"The I.ady With Red Hair" is a
show of the gay '90's. Miriam Hopkins is "the lady" and n stage star
In the show. Plays Tuesday.

Oxdail Minstrels
Will Play Carey
The Merry' Minstrel Men. recently
organized group of seven Kohl Hall
men, are scheduled to present their
black-face farce. "The Oxdail College Minstrels,', before a student
audience at Carey, Ohio, Jan. 14. The
show will be sponsored by the Band
Mothers club of that city.
Eugene W. Miller, student director
of the minstrelmen, has announced
that the show is taking shape rapidly
and that several engagements are to
be scheduled before the Carey show.
Genuine Black Face Show
The Minstrel Men are attempting
to bring back the old-time black-face
minstrel to the school stage. Their
present show includes a circle of six
endmen and the interlocuter. The
endmen are attired in a costuming of
enormous sired bow ties, humorous
black wigs, minstrel trousers and
white gloves. The traditional burnt
cork make-up completes the "gaslamp
era" ensemble.
Tall, lanky Tom Carpenter is expected to steal the show with his
rasping minstrel voice and comedy.
Masters of the black-face comedy as
well, the other five end men, Skeets
Galliher. Robert Berardi, Jack Spencer, Maurice Zahn and Floyd Kinnaman complete the comedy bill.
Feature Berardi
"The Oxdail College Minstrels" will
feature Robert Berardi and his accordian. Berardi presents an interesting entertainment as he produces
the popular melodies of the day on
his beautiful, jewel-studded accordian.
Skeets Galliher, vocalist, will render
selections both mintsrel and popular.
A highlight of the performance is the
chorus singing of the "Darktown
Strutter's Ball" with Galliher doing
the solo work.
Offering both the accordian and
vocal, the show also presents Maurice
Zahn and his xylophone. Jack Spencer is the trombone artist for the
black boys. A choice amount of
slapstick comedy completes the bill.

One* upon a time, a one-eyed Doc used to
graze by the sea. And that she might be secure
from attack, kept her one eye toward the land
against the approach of hunters. Her blind side
she kept toward the sea whence she feared no
danger. But some sailors came by in a boat and
shot her. And when she was about to breath
her last, she sighed, "Illfated creature that I am.
I was safe on the land-side
Whence I feared attack, but
find an enemy in the sea to
which I looked for protection.". . . And so it is that
our troubles often come
from quarters which we
least expect.
Down with
the Student Council.
I speak for all lovers, I
raise my voice to decry
the nefarious conduct of those who would stifle
the biological urge to bask in the sunshine of
another's smile.
I plead the cause of those
who love. Now that trees arc bleak and bare
and laughing brooks are hushed, it is indeed
delightful that young romance should burst abloom, and by its radiance, warm a world grown
cold with avarice. Let no mortal hand be raised
to sever two hearts that have become blended
into one. Down with the Student Council.
Man's lova is to man a thing apart, 'tis
woman's whole existence"—if you please. So
say they all the bards grown hoarse with wailing. So say they all, egomaniac and introvert.
And far be it from me to rob them of such
purring words, of such sordid purgatory. But
if love is to man a curious thing to have or ca«t
aside, is it not but right that every precious
moment of its living be spent to appease the
ceaseless thirst of woman's passion?
Many
years before our time a wise man wrote, "Love
thy neighbor . . ." What greater manifestation
of this love than to deliver unto one the fruit

of her desire? Down with the Student Council.
War* the present situation somewhat different, I would resurrect the words of Jefferson
and of Lincoln. I would read again those hallowed lines written in the blood of human sacrifices, from that sacred paper which is the mark of
our memorable inheritance. But why lift the
torch of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness,
to eyes which have been blinded by the glitter
of Moscow gold? If only I had known that
those whom I have called "friend" would one day
become puppets in the hands of exponents of
foreign idologies! Yet even as I am about to
mount the rostrum of life and denounce those
who seek to undermine our democracy, even as
I rise in righteous indignation. . . a voice whispers . . . "Forgive them for they know not what
they do." And once again I become meek and
docile, but not until I have shouted, Down with
the Student Council.
When one is young, there is so much to do. and
yet so little time to do it. No wonder youth
snatches each fleeting moment to feel the thrill
of being close to one who cares. There need
be no spoken word, no touch, no look. Only that
one may hear the pounding of two hearts. Now
it is true that the circle of magnetism which
-urrounds a woman is of a varing radius. But
ordinarily it is within arm's reach. For we must
be mindful that there are magnetic forces operating from other quarters! Hence it must follow that any attempt to separate two people by
more than arm's length is striking at the very
vitals of our social system. It is with this in
mind that I say, Down with the Student Council.
And yet one more word.
If those ideals
which we now hold dear are being jepordiaed by
the perversion of officialdom, passive resistance
is never a virtue. For it must be remembered
that "the condition under which God has given
liberty to man is eternal vigilance; which condition if he break, servitude is at once the consequence of his crime and the punishment of
his guilt." Down with the Student Council

On The Social Side

BT
ROBERT
HABENSTEIN

If by any chance you are a member of the to see Spain and the Spanish people through
the eyes of an outsider. Rather would he take
Book of the Month Club, you will know what I
mean when I say Hemingway has gone and you to the forest-covered Iberian highland,
done it again. For those who are not on the where you will lire Spain.
The literal translation of the dialogue with its
files of this "you only have to buy four books
dignity, rhetorical precision, wild poetry and
a year" organization, I should perhaps explain
rich profanity brings the reader down to the true
thut Ernest Hemingway of "let's lick the damn
Latin nature of the Spanish people.
Fascists in Spain now so we won't have to lick
Politically, the accent of the book centers about
them later" fame has written n novel which has
become an immediate best seller and a Book of the cause of the Spanish people, the cause of a
Republic being overthrown by Fascist forces.
the Month choice.
But far from building an airtight pro-I<oyulist
As a novel, For M'hnm
Th, Hill Tolh has all the ' case, Hemingway, especially through his interpolated scenes, painta the hideousness of civil
elements of love and action
war, with all its cruelty, passion and indescriminecessary to satisfy the
nate bloodshed. He shows the confusion and discasual romance seeker. It
is possible that professional order existing within the Loyalist forces. In this
respect. Hemingway restates two concepts that
distaste will be invoked by
a few over the lack of re- arc found in most of his writings: leaders of any
people or movement are subject to the malady
spect the novel displays
for some of our traditional of power which makes them unfit to leod. and, any
large movement must contain strong discipline
moralities.
The whole of America within the rank and file to complement the necessary unity in spirit.
will.
I
believe, accept
The combination of the first factor and the
d acclaim this story of the Spanish civil war
failure to achieve the second accounts in part
and of the love of a young American professor
for the reason why the Loyalists were defeated.
of languages for the daughter of the mayor of
The shameful parts played by France, England,
a small Spanish town whose last words. "Long
and America, however, receive but brief mention.
live the Republic of Spain," hardly beat the
But there is no suggestion that Fascism must
crash of the Fascist firing squad rifles.
be the eventual solution. Clearly shining through
But more than a love affair, more than an adthe darkness 'and tragedy of this story is the
venturous war tale of artillary, machine guns
belief that liberty for the people must survive
and dynamited bridges is yours for the rending
and if it's survival depends upon action, let
of this novel. Hemingway does not want you
there be action.

The Spigot
SPURTS . . .
If nothing else, the recent decision of the Student Council to segregate male and female students at the basketball games has suddenly
brought to light a lot of ardent democrats . . .
who says we lack school spirit? ... it just takes
something like that to uncover it . . . never before have we heard such vociferous screaming for
civil liberties, but if the
screamers would calm themselves and learn all the
facts, they might save some
wear and tear on the vocal cords . . . the whole
idea was based on the belief that, if the men sat in
a different section from
the women, they would probably let themselves go a
little more in the cheering
... it seems they might be
self-conscious or something about screaming their
heads off for good old BG with their best girls
sitting beside them . . . at any rate, it might
have been worth a try at one game . . . there
might have been cheers between the guys and the
gals, such as one suggested by Ed Horvath: "We
don't smoke, and we don't chew, and we won't sit
with girls who do" ... Alumin note: Dick Lilly,
erstwhile journalist on the News last year, has
joined a branch of the RAF in Washington D. C,
in what capacity he will serve the British is unknown.

DRIPS . . .
Don't stop me if you know this one because I
like to tell it . . . an inebriated individual was
leaning against a building, when op walks an
arm of the law and says, "Watcha think your
doin', holdin' up the building? Move along!'.' So
the souse moves and the building collapses . . .
Sign above the gas range in the I Phi Thi kit-

By
JESSE
MITTLEMAN

chen . . . "When it's smoking, it's cooking; when
it's black, it's done" . . . Has anyone noticed that
the fire hose in the basement of the Science Building is rotted away to such an extent that one
may put his hand through some of the holes in
it? . . . in case of fire, everybody grab a glass of
water and pour .

GURGLES . . .
The Thursday afternoon dance sessions in the
Rec Hall have met with such tremendous success
that is might be a good idea to have them on
Tuesdays also ... the Tuesday sessions could be
devoted completely to all-campus dancing, while
on Thursday the policy of devoting half of the
time to a dancing class could be continued. . .
Idle observations: it is easier to get tired of
tomato soup than of beans ... the library is more
than just a place to study ... it ia the ideal .-; it
to snatch a few winks between classes . . . isnt
it marvellous what riding breeches will do for
some people? . . . which reminds us to expruoa
our dislike for those woolen knee-length socks
worn by some coeds . . . How about having all
big dances hereafter in the Men's gym? . . .
about the only advantage of dancing on a crowded floor is that you run into the most interesting
people . . . < Can't we do a lot of complaining for
one guy?) ... Ye Olde Poetry Corner (with
apologies to Emily Post) . . . Tis better to. burp
and be in shame than squelch the belch Jki be
in pain.
THE LAST DROP . . .
We got a postcard the other day (and the
stamp was upside down) from a group of former B. G. students who are now at Camp Shelby,
National Guard camp in Hattiesburg, Miss. They
are Lt George Graf, Lt Roy Wilcox, Sgt James
Falls, Corp. Harry Hicks, Corp. James Zeigler,
Pvt Eugene Smith, Pvt, Charles Stet, Pvt
James Huffman, Pvt Harry O'Bryan, and Pvt
Dale Matheny . . . they are all getting along
•well, but miss the campus.
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Boxing Show
To Commence
Next Monday

I

The New Boss

Strong YMCA
Swim Teams
Toledo, Huron Here For
Dual Practice Meets
This Week-End

The Varsity Club will present
its fourth annual boxinjr tournament Dec. 9 and 11. with the
finals to be held on the 17th.
The Club will present a cup
to the house or fraternity which

Coach Budd Cox's varsity
mermen will inaugurate their
17 meet schedule this week-end
when they are host to the Toledo
and Akron Y. M. C. A. natators
in dual practice meets. Toledo

VARSITY WRESTLING
PROGRAM SCHEDULED
A call has been issued for all up|>erclassmcn and freshmen who are
interested in wrestling to report to
Joe Glander, varsity trainer at 4 p. m.
today in the gym.
Plans are being laid for the formation of a wrestling team and already tentative matches have been
scheduled with Findlay College, according to Mr. Glander.
A special invitation has been extended to men in the 121 and 128
pound class although all classes are
included.

Student's
Christmas
Shopping Center
Travel Information . .
C.&L.E. Bus Station..
Tickets anywhere in
United States.

LLOYD'S DRUG
STORE

Falcons Hosts To
Bluffton Tonight
For Cage Opener

Coxmen Meet

Spirited Bouts Expected;
Finals Scheduled
For t>ec. 17

score* the most points. The point
system will be based on 10 pts. for
n winner. 5 pts. for runner-up. and
1 pt. for every fighter participating
in one bout. Last year's cup ended
in a tie between Srd. floor of Kohl
Hall and the Silver brothers. Prizes
will also be awarded to the winner
and runner-up in each division. Winnam are to receive miniature golden
gloves with the runner-np receiving
silver ones.
None of last year's champs are returning to defend their crowns. This
should encourage all men who are
interested in guining a little glory
for themselves to sign up immediately.
Entry blanks can be secured in the
Phys. Ed. building. AH facilities are
furnished by the Varsity Club and
may be obtained from the equipment
room.
ff a promising showing can be
made by the local "leather pushers"
intercollegiate boxing may come to
Bowling Green. Student tickets will
run 20 cents fur the first two nights
and SO cents for the finals. However,
a bargain ticket for 6S cents will
admit one to the whole three night
show.
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Wellner Chosen
To Lead Falcon
Gridders In 1941
Twenty-Two Ockermen To
Receive Awards For
1940 Campaign
Eddie Wellner. blonde speedster,
from River Rouge, Mich., was elected
to succeed Steve Brudzinski as the
Falcon football leader for the 1941
season at a meeting of the lettcrmen
last week.
Eddie has gained state-wide recognition for his prowess on the gridiron, having been named on many all
conference selections in both
his
sophomore and junior years. He was
also top scorer on the great 1939
team and placed among the leaders
this year.
Twenty-two varsity letters were
awarded by Coach Harry Ockerman
at the meeting. Six seniors, eight
juniors, and eight sophomores were
those honored.
The seniors were Captain Steve
Brudzinski, Dale Good, Charles Catancse, Ed Mussill, Ted Grignon, and
Bob Barnett.
The juniors were Captain-elect Ed
Wellner, Tom Tabler, Dick Dunipace.
Emil Ihnat, Dewey Johnson, Winston
Parks, Paul Becher and Harold Mehlow.
While Frank Usak. Ralph Quisenberry, Steve Randolph, Don Halliwell, Bob McCloud, Charles Buckenmeyer, Lowell Sielschott, and Bob
Dillman were the sophomores.
Harry Beare received the senior
manager's award.

is slated to share the spotlight Friday
night at 8 p. m., while the Akron aggregation will furnish the competition Saturday afternoon at 3 p. m.
The clubmen are expected to give
the Falcon Swimmers a rugged test
in the first meet of their second year
in competition. They are considered
by Coach Cox to be as strong as the
majority of collegiate teams in this
area.
The Falcon splashmen have been
showing fine form in their early season workouts, with some of the men
turning in especially good times,
dutch Cox is expecting Captain Jack
Doane in the breast stroke. Bob Ostheimer in the back stroke and Don
Gretham and Norm Robertson in the
free style events to gain the majority
of the Brown and Orange points.
The Coxmen will be without any experienced diver aB both Bud Francis
and Dave Silver, who were lettermen
in this department, have joined the
flying service.
The mermen will be garbed in their
new warm-up suits. The outfits are a
striking combination of the traditional brown and orange.
Activities cards will admit students
to the meets.

30 NESTLING GRIDDERS
GIVEN 1944 NUMERALS
Thirty freshman footballers will
receive their 1944 numeral sweaters,
according to the annuum-onient made
this week by Coaeh Fred K. Marsh.
Tho awards were miide on the busis
of the candidate's rejruhirity at practice and his value to the squad.
Gilbert IVdrutty. guard, of Massilon w;t> elected honorary captain
for tho season.
The list of the numeriil winners is
as follows:
James Anders, Geno Buleoni, George
Baldwin, Holland Barnes, Wayne
Bordner, Don Campbell, George Carter, Bill Croop, Clarence Kspen, Robert Foster, Charles Grissetti, Donald
Harris, Ed Huffman, Ross Isel, James
Kollman.
Dick Lowry, Dave MeGuiiiness,

Lawrence Tech And Findlay Round Out
Trio Of First Week Foes;
Line-Up Mystery
Bowlinjr Green's 1940-41 basketball season gets under way
tonitflit on the local court when the lilutTton Heavers will see first
nme action against an inexperienced Falcon Squad. On Saturday evening Lawrence Tech of Michigan will invade the Falcon
lair while on Tuesday the Landismen trek to Findlay to meet the
Oilers in the first of a home-home series.
Last year the Orange and Brown*
—^Z~~~~~^^^~r~

Wayne Romps Over
Falcons 19-0 In
'40 Season Final
Footballers Ring Up Three
Win*, Four Losses And
Tie For Year
Before u cold, wet crowd of 6100,
a rain-sodden Falcon eleven closed
their 1940 season Thanksgiving morning with a 19-0 defeat at the hands
of Wayne University in Kenworth
Stadium in Detroit. This game, which
incidentally was the firet time a Bowling Green football team has lost to
Wayne in eight years of rivalry, marked the end of six Falcons' collegiate
grid careers.
This defeat brings the Brood's seawin record to 3 won. 4 lost and 1 tied.
In eight games, they have ruked up
62 points against ii total of 122 for
their opponents. This is considerably
poorer than last season's record,
which gave Bowling Green fi wins,
1 loss and 1 tie. In these eight 1939
games, the Ockermen scored 159
points to their opponents' 06.
However, the Falcons huve played
a much better schedule this year, a
schedule including such teams as
Batteni Kentucky State Teachers
and Wittenberg, which went through
the season as two of the nation's
fourteen undefeated teams.
Danny Marazon, Duve Martin, Merritt Newcomer, Pete Parmenter, Gilbert Pedrotty, Charles Polce, Ward
Pollock, Chester Sak, Albert Schindler, Mike Screptok, John Tabler, Dale
Van Meter, and James Wening.

basketeers trimmed Bluffton 48-29 in
the opening game of the season but
this year the Mennonites will be on
an equal basis with the Falcons.
Coach Burkey will bring a rangy,
experienced squad which will give
the Landismen their first real test
of the season.
Little is known of Lawrence Tech
except that last year's squad had
little trouble defeating Tech 44-31 in
an early season game.
Findlay was wrecked by last year's
graduation and with Ken Zuercher
lone returning starter, the Oilers will
be in a similar situation as the Falcons. The 1939 Falcon-Oiler game
found Mike Kormazis, Duff Madaras.
and Captain Harold Bishop ending
their collegiate career by registering
a BO-22 victory.
The services of
these three capable basketeers will
be deeply miased on this year's squad.
Coach P. E. Landis, who is starting
his sixteenth year as baskctball^mentor, hus had his proteges working out
for over three weeks but the starting
lineup is still a question. Captain
Dewey Johnson is the only probable
sure starter. Mike Marko, Don Mason, Don Patterson, Phil Ricketts,
und Bryce Anspaugh are the other
lettermen on hand but none saw a
great amount of service last year.
Height on the squad will be furnished by Johnson, Marko, Gene darkness, and Zip Sherman while the
■petdstttfl on the team are Mason,
Ricketts, Anspaugh, and Tom Temple. Don Pateraon and Mike Kish
should prove very good defensive
men.

From The
Feminine Field
By VIRGINIA PATTERSON
To initiate new member* and present awards, the Women's Athletic
Association is having it* Christmas
sport's supiH'r tonight in the lounge
of the Women's Building at 6. Committees working on the affair an-:
food, Harriet McKnight, chairman,
Rita tireeneisin and Erla Radley;
decorations, Virginia Patterson, chairman, Marie Baker and Carolyn PertMTj entertainment, Cretchcn Hovls,
chairman, Julia Dunham and Charlotte Stump; clean-up, Kathryn Ordway, chairman, Bonnie Boulis and
Jane Kosendale; invitations, Kay
Rodes, chairman, Vera Welly and
l.ul'i Hoops.
According lo Miss Carolyn Shaw,
approximately one hundred coeds havo
been signed up for intramural basketball. Twelve teams have been organized and after ■ wwk of learning the
rudiments of the game, are ready for
competition. Captains anil managers
will be elected this week.
An intcr-cnllcKiuti' splash party
will be given by the Swan Club members in the natatorium on Saturday,
Dec. 14. Fourteen schools have been
given invitations. Plans for the .lay
include swimming from 2 to 6, followed by refreshments. In the evining the group will attend the basketball game and nickelodian dance.

FLOWERS FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
At Lowest Prices

BRIGHAM'S FLORIST

STUDENTS . . .
Try

SCHEIDHAUER'S
BAKERY
PARTY PASTRY SPECIALIST

IN A CIGARETTE

^SMOKES7HE7HM/

WALGREEN AGENCY
Phone 8171

THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU
GAS DOESN'T COSTIT PAYS!

EXTRA MILDNESS, EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVOR, AND—

< LESS NICOTINE

THE GAS COMPANY

STOP!

than the average of the 4 other of the
largest-selling cigarettes tested—less
than any of them_accordlng to independent scientific tests of the smoke Itself

LOOK!
AND EAT!
At The

Whitehouse
HAMBURG SHOP
THE

5c

HAMBURG
WHEN you get right down to it, a cigarette is only as flavorful —
only as cool—only as mild—as it smokes. The smoke's the thing!
Obvious—yes, but important-all-important because what you get in
the smoke of your cigarette depends so much on the way your cigarette
burns.
Science has pointed out that Camels are definitely slower-burning
(see left). That means a smoke with more mildness, more coolness, and
more flavor.
Now —Science confirms another important advantage of slower
burning... of Camels.
Less nicotine —in the smoke! Less than any of the 4 other of the
largest-selling brands tested —2H?6 less than the average!
Light up a Camel... a s-l-o-w-burning Camel... and smoke out the
facts for yourself. The smoke's the thing!

Wee
BUY WISE ...
Economize
try the

T

Model Dairy
By burning 25% slower
STUDENT ACCOUNTS
SOLICITED
,

The Bank of
Wood County
Member of Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp.

ih«n the average of the 4 other of the
largest-selling brands tested—slower
than any of them—Camels also give yon
a smoking plus equal, on the average, to
S EXTRA SMOKES PER PACK!

5st

M

*. .*i

"SMOKING OUT" THE FACTS about nicotine. Experts,
chemists analyze the smoke of 5 of the Urgest-seUing
brands ... find that the smoke of slower-buroing Camels
contains less nicotine than any of the other brands tested.
R. J. R^TWldlTDbMmCanpnir. WIMUn-SKlai.N«rUlCun!lM

7WE SLOWER-BC/RW/VGC/G/tRBTTE
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BASKETBALL GAMES NAB SPOTLIGHT
AS SOCIAL EVENTS FOR WEEK ARE FEW

Bring your date to the
student's meeting place
—the

Y. W. • Y. M. Cooperate On Plans For Annual Silver
Tea To Be Given Next Sunday At Prout Home;
All-Campus Affair Open To Townspeople

PURITY
Confectionery

By MARTHA WALRATH

Social activities take a back seat this week end with the beKinning of the basketball season tonight when the Falcons meet
Bluff ton. There is no need for complete despair, however, for
following Saturday's game there will be an all-campus nickelodian dance. Major social event of the week-end will be the Silver Tea to be given next Sunday afternoon by the Y. W. and Y. M.
"' The Tea is an annual affair and

Candies, Ice Cream
Sandwiches

THE LYRIC
20.

Ad.lt. (.11 tin,..)
THUR.

After The Game . . .
Let's Go To

DEC. B

"Goofy Auction"
On "tatre at 8:30
Cash Prizes and Merchandise
Jack Pot This Week $16.00
Screen Attraction
BORIS KARLOFF in

ISALY'S
Hot Sandwiches and Soup
Candies and Sodas

"BEFORE I HANG"
FRI.-SAT.
DEC. 6-7
Open 2:15 Sat.
Tim Holt. Ray Whitley in

"WAGON TRAIN"

Plug "Crime Does Not Pay"
•
and Serial
SUN.-MON.
DEC. 8-9
Open 2:15 Sun.
The Pictorial events of the past
ten years leading up to the
present crisis!

New House Coats
Formal Sweaters
and Skirts

Jr. Dresses for all
occasions

"WORLD IN FLAMES"
Mil-. Will
DEC. 10-11
Errol Klynn, Ilrendn Marshall in

Genevieve Shop

"THE SEA HAWK"

ICE CREAM

OANCINC

We Will Save You Money
on Meal Tickets

THE PARROT
Give Us a Try
Headquarters for School Supplies
"Your Campus Storo"
CARMEL APPLES

FINEST CANDIES

This coupon and 30c presented
with the order will clean and
press, a pair of trousers, skirt
or sweater.

LEITMAN'S
Cleaners and Tailors

Home Laundry and
Dependable Cleaners

Call and Delivery Service
175 N. Main Street

JESSE J. CURRY

Come to the
STUDENT'S STORE
for your
School Supplies, Drugs,
Stationery and
Cosmetics

OPTOMETRIST
Use Our Budget Plan
Tel. 8141

116 E. Court St.

KIGERS DRUGS
108 South Main

will be held at the home of President
and Mrs. Frank J. Prout across from
the campus from 2:30 to 5. It fs
open to all townspeople, faculty members and students.
Proceeds from
the affair will be used for the benefit
of needy children.
A musical program for the afternoon.is bcinfr planned by a committee
under the chairmanship of Martha
Jordan. Ruthanna Friedley is chairman of the food committee.
Roberta Ilanline is president of
the Y. W. and Carl Bourne heads
the Y. M.

1941 Football Captain
Services Held For 17
Intermediate Members
Introduced At Dance
Honoring the 1940 football squad,
the annual all-campus Kick-Off dance
was given last Friday in the Women's
Gym by the Vanity' Club
About
300 persons danced to the music of
Johnny Snyir and his Rhythm A'fire
Orchestra.
Dwight Toedter, as master of ceremonies, introduced during intermission next year's football captain, Ed
Wellner, who gave a short speech.
Captain Steve Brudzinski and football seniors, Bob Barnett and Dale
Good, spoke a few words.
PHRATRA .orority recently held an
instructional bridge party after one
of their meetings. Instructions were
given by Mrs. M. Budd Cox, Mrs.
Elden T. Smith and Mrs. Marguerite
Carpenter, sorority sponsors, and
Mrs. Lena Keller Smith, housemother.
NEWMAN CLUB is making plans
for their annual Christmas party to
be held December 12th. Committees
appointed arc: entertainment, Avila
Pokey, chairman, Robert Berardi,
Rose Marie Mirillian and Mary
Louise HofTman; refreshments, Marie
Dohmeyer, chairman, Catherine My.
ers and Alvin Vaith.
Dr. Vogel, professor of philosophy
at Mary Manse college in Toledo,
spoke to the Newman Club on the
"Philosophy of Pleasure" last Thursday evening.

Eleven DELHI pledge* passed
their sceoiitl .Ic^rm' last Thursday
pveninR at the Fraternity House. The
ceremonies took plaee in the new
recreation room.
The pledger, who
look the dearer work are: Jack Sucllman, Roger Ridge, Howard MorThe COMMONER fraternity has
rette, Leu Crumer, Paul Jones, Phil
RicketK Ray Wood, Mike IVAsxarn, selected Christmas cards in preparation
of the coming holiday.
Chuch JohiiBon, Scott Street, and Ke|
Dick Dunipace has been appointed
Misanv-re. Scott Dysinffcr, pledgemaster, was in charge of the degree chairman of the committee to plan
the Commoner*,' annual assembly prowork.
Athletic director Zcrhnian
han1 gram.
Bill Cryar has been appointed chairtwo haskctlmll teams which will com-!
pile in intramural competition thin man of a committee to handle the ar[year,
Zechman has also revamped rangements for the coming smoker.
the l»»wling team in order to further
Committee chairmen have been
improve the fraternity's athletics.
Last Sunday 80 Delhi pledges and appointed for the SHATZEL HAM.
Christmas
iliiincr, Momlav evening,
memberi attended
the Methodist
Dto. 16.
Church in a bixly.
PNgram chairman is Madeline
Plane for the Delhi Christmas
smoker are getting under way. Com- Blehsm, chairman of table decoramittees have been appointed by Presi- tions, Pat Pratt, gift rapping chairman is Dorothy Pullman, dance
dent Dwight Toedler.
Chairman is Ruth anna Kricdly and
Margaret Bender, and the House
MUs Helen Henderson and Mrs.
Catherine Mooers, sponsors of the Board are in charge of hall decorations.
FIVE SISTER Sorority, were (ruests
of the organization for dinner at
the new cottage preceding the last
meeting.
Do Your
During the meeting Phyllis Jackson,
Patricia Walter and Arlene Fisher, CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
pledges, received their first degree
initiation. At the present time the
at
sorority girls are busy planning decorations for the new chapter room at
the cottage.
BETA GAMMA UPSILON pre.
sented paddles to six seniors Jit a
paddle presentation in their last
meeting.
John Barber, a charter member of
Beta Gamma Upsilon now attending
Ohio Northern University, and Deford Schwall were visitors at the
house last week.
The living room furnishings which
are now complete were first used last
Week-end.
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ROGERS BROS.
DRUG STORE

Next door to the Cla-Zel
RUBBER FOOTWEAR
• RESOLED
• RE-HEELED
• REPAIRED

Seventeen new members were initiated at the candle light service of
the INTERMEDIATE CLUB recently. The organization is composed of
students in education who anticipate
teaching in the intermediate grades.
The new members include Elisabeth Richards, Inga Stinger, Ilia
Searfoss, Barbara Bower, Mary Altman, Margaret Benroth, Kathryn
Beckman, Elizabeth Kemp, Luella
Swartz, Florabell Anderson, Edna
Gail Vogelphol, Lois Jean Device,
Myrtle Brickman, Betty
Knecht,
Boris Ellen Hartzel, Helen Behrens.
A party and "rough" initiation was
held for 3-KAY pledges at the last
meeting held at the house. Pledges
for this semester are Marie Waltermire, Avila Pclky, Evalyn MacClellan
and Helen Easley.

IT'S HERE . . .
The New PEER Permanent by the makers
of Zodos Machineless
Wave.
$3.00

Ideal Beauty
Shop
PHONE 22Sn
I2«i Kust Wooster St.

HOLLAND DAIRY
STORE
Hot Sandwichai - Hot ChocoUta
And Soup*
lea Craam
Milk Shaba*
Fancy Boa Candi**
» NEED A PATCH
t NEED A DRY CLEAN
I NEED A SUIT
Cat Than* at Tka

GREINER SHOP
N2 W. Wooster

The CLA-ZEL
WED.-THU.-FRI.-SAT.
D.c. 4-5-6-7
Open 1:30 to 9:30 Wed., Fri.. Sat.
Gary Cooper, Madeleine
Carroll in

"Northwest Mounted
Police"
Adm.
till 6
after
SUN.

for this attraction: Mat.
p.m. 15c. 2Bc. 35c; K»e
6 p.m.. 15c. 35c. 45c
MON.
D.c S-9
Open 2:15 Sun.
Gene Autry in

"MELODY RANCH"
Also George Brent in

"SOUTH OF SUEZ"
TUE.
Open 2:15
Dec. 10
HONOR GUF.ST NIGHT
Large Cash Award
Miriam Hopkins in

"Lady With Red Hair"

...RECORD KEEPING...STATISTICS
R.d a Brown
Blu. A <J™.n
RuUn*
Slock
Ho.
If*.

Ruling
St.ck

7102
7103
7104
7109
7106
7107
7110
7113A
7111
7114

B7102
B7103
B7104
B710B
B7106
B7107
B7110
B7113A
B 7111
B7114

8I...I 81**
(Hindln.
St*. Tint)

8'7»I4
8',i»14
81,4*14
8i,*14
8N.14
8%*14
14 a 8V.
17 all
17 .14
17 >14

Prf*.

Pimlptton

r>
Pal
SO
SK*.<*

Pri**
T—
Bo*
S

2 col. with name *p«c* J0.30 $1.90
3 col. with name apac*
.30 1.80
4 col. with name apeoa
.30 1.80
8 ool. with nama apac*
.30 1.90
6 ool. no name apeoe
.30 1.80
7 ool. no name apac*
.30
1.80
10 col. with name apac*
.30 1.80
.48 2.40
13 ool. with nama apao*
11 ool. with name apao*
.80 2.70
.80 2.70
14 ool. no name epeee

Other sizes v ip to 30 columns proportionat ely priced,
7102 Lin*. ( Tartar? Bond; B 7102 lane, I luff Bond.

REPUBLICAN
134 East Wooster

Dial ITI1

CHURCH SHOE SHOP

For her Xmn
give lovely
hove 69c to
$1.38

.. for cooler milder
better taste, Chesterfield
is the smoker's cigarette

Also Nylon*

KESSEL'S
"The Home Of An

Hunt the world over and you
can't find the equal of Chesterfield's
right combination of Turkish and
American tobaccos...the best tobaccos that grow in all of Tobaccoland.

American Custom" . .

GIANT HAMBURG
"A Meal For A Dime"

Do you smoke the
cigarette that SATISFIES

EAT

CAIN'S
MARCELLE POTATO CHIPS
ON ALL OCCASIONS

FOR HOLIDAY
GLAMOUR
GET YOUR PERMANENT NOW!
Oar Re.ul.r $3.50 Oil W...

$1.95
R.ful.r $5 00 Machinal*** W«.e

$2.50
End Curls $1.50
All oermanenU guaranteed
satisfactory

Creative Beauty
Shop
123 E. Court St.
PHONE 9811

.

Crnta*! in*. Um a H<*u T

